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But this was a task entrusted to him by the Immortal Emperor, so Chen Xuanfeng did not dare
to leave too far, and could only watch from a place where the spatial turbulence could not

reach.

Lin Ruoshi was like a fairy descending from the nine heavens, and the spatial

turbulence in her hands was like a long whip, everywhere she went, the immortal slaves

perished, and the terrifying tearing force of the spatial turbulence instantly shredded the

immortal slaves and the space around him, while the spatial cracks caused by the turbulence

could not be healed for a long time.

So this was a headache, no one, regardless of enemy, dared to come within a

kilometre of Lin Ruoshi, who transformed into a female god of war and cleared a large part of

the battlefield.

On Lei Ling's side of the battlefield, sonic booms could be heard everywhere,
as Lei Ling broke through the sound barrier with his entire being, reaching several times the

speed of sound, and blasted away an immortal slave with a single punch, although these
immortal slaves relied on their divine blood to repair their injuries once again and restore
their shells.

However, the divine blood would run out, and only immortal slaves above the

fifth level realm could fight with the Thunder Spirit, as for the others, they were no match at
all.



Even though they had discovered that the Thunder Spirit's greatest weakness
was its inability to take to the air, they didn't even have the chance to take off before the
Thunder Spirit leapt dozens of metres and arrived in an instant, shattering them with a single

punch!

One-punch superwoman! In the dark void outside the capital, there stood an

unknown number of powerful immortal slaves, with realms ranging from the early fifth rank

to the peak of the fifth rank, and even more than five immortal slaves of the sixth rank realm.

Almost all of the most powerful immortal slaves from each of the Great Daxian
mansions had come over to join in the fun, just to witness the final victory or defeat of this
battle.

"There really is a new generation of Immortal Sovereigns, and they are

Legendary Immortal Sovereigns, a Supreme Sovereign who became a saint with his flesh, and
a God of the Void, plus the Son of Heaven's Destiny, it's really lively, fortunately they all
haven't grown up yet."

"That's not necessarily true, you forget that behind them stands Chen Bei

Xuan's gang, these guys are also among the ranks of Immortal Dignitaries now, no joke."

"Oh, you're afraid you're not being funny, are you? They've been held back to

death by the Underworld, it's not even clear if they'll be able to leave alive, that place is an
existence that was once only slightly weaker than the Ancient Immortal Court, plus over the
past ten thousand years, it's devoured many worlds opened up by Immortal Dwellers, and has
long been so powerful that it doesn't know what level it has reached."



"That's true, I agree with that, not to mention that so far, the only thing that can
stop Fairy Moonwheel is just that sister of hers, however, that sister is simply no match for

Fairy Moonwheel nowadays."

These immortal slaves seemed to be unable to see the fierce battle of blood
and fire in the capital, unable to see the bodies that had fallen one by one as they resisted the

immortal slaves, surprisingly relaxed and incomparably indifferent as they talked about the

battle, more like an indifferent spectator.

At that moment!

Boom!

The invincible Thunder Spirit, who was crisscrossing the party, was suddenly
slapped directly away by a huge force, spitting blood and bursting back!

Qin Yuan had struck!

A powerful being in the middle of the sixth rank, and with the lift of his hand,
the terrifying force sent the Thunder Spirit flying, spitting out blood and retreating? The

powerful presence in the middle of the sixth grade, with the lift of his hand he sent the

Thunder Spirit flying, spitting blood and retreating?

The first thing you need to do is to get your hands on it.



Where it landed, a shocking explosion erupted, followed by a dense, arm-thick
thunderbolt bursting up from where the Thunder Spirit had fallen, and the Thunder Spirit,
surrounded by thunder, once again rose into the sky.

Surrounded by thunder, at this moment, the thunder spirit became thunder,
swift as lightning, once again into the battle, all the enemy could see was a thunder shadow,
and before they could react, they were blown away by the thunder spirit!

"This little girl has actually broken through in the middle of the battle! She
transformed herself into thunder, damn, this combined with the Vajra Invincible Saint Body,
this won't be so easy for Qin Yuan and the others to win."

"How terrifying, is this side of the Supreme Immortal's terror?"

Thunder Spirit's sudden outburst, rampaging through the battlefield with his

body transformed into thunder.

Feeling the intimidating power from Lei Ling, even Qin Yuan couldn't help
but frown, this girl had actually broken through in the middle of the battle!

Swish!



Qin Yuan was staring intently at Lei Ling who was galloping across the
battlefield when, at that very moment, a seven-coloured whip formed from spatial turbulence

was flung directly towards him.
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Qin Yuan frowned furiously, his body exploded back, and his body also blossomed with light,
which turned into a pair of large hands, holding the flying whip stiffly.

"Dare to hit my little aunt, you bad man, I'll hit you oh!" Lin Ruoshi's pretty
face contained anger as she fought to shake it off, but to her shock, she couldn't shake it off.

The whip made up of large hands and spatial turbulence was constantly surging
with strong spatial ripples, and the space around it kept breaking up and healing, and so on

and so forth.

"Let go of it!" Lin Ruoshi shouted, and the space around her actually broke

apart hard.

This scene made Qin Yuan's eyelids jump wildly, and the immortal slaves who

were watching also changed their faces greatly.

"Humph!" Qin Yuan coldly snorted as the light on his body blossomed once

again, a dazzling and eye-catching light continuously coalesced, the light shining brightly,
surprisingly hardened his grip on the whip without letting go.



The Sword of the Gods!

Seeing that Lin Ruoshi and Qin Yuan were in a stalemate, and that Lin Ruoshi

was clearly losing ground, Lin Hao's face was gloomy as the Sword of the Gods was

summoned, and the forces of the Qing Yun Heavenly Palace converged on the Sword of the

Gods, and the other immortal slaves were less suppressed, immediately causing the pressure

on Lin Hao's side of the immortal slaves to skyrocket, but Lin Hao no longer cared about that.

All the potentials of the Qing Yun Heavenly Palace converged on the Sword of
the Gods, exploding with astonishing light!

Seven kills with one sword!

The terrifying sword power of the seven swords merging into one was like ten
thousand feet of golden light heading straight for Qin Yuan.

Even a being as powerful as Qin Yuan still felt the threat of death. Qin Yuan's
face changed slightly, and he no longer cared about stalemating with Lin Ruoshi, and
immediately let go of his hand to dodge this extreme sword of Lin Hao!

"It's not that easy to run away oh." Lin Ruo Shi's small hand kept flipping, the
braid that was grabbed by Qin Yuan suddenly turned into a spiritual snake, directly entangling
Qin Yuan's entire body in a deadly way, as long as Qin Yuan moved frantically, but there was
no way to break free in a short time.



But Lin Hao's sword had already arrived at his heels!

"Moon Palace Yixiangqing!" Qin Yuan roared in fury, and his body actually

turned hard into a section of a xuanqing tree trunk!

Boom? Xiyi jie ai wu yi jie yi?!

Lin Hao's sword struck with a blast, piercing through the basalt-coloured tree

trunk that Qin Yuan had transformed into!

With a crash, the tree trunk transformed into thousands of arcane green dots of

light, like a swarm of fireflies in the night sky, and a terrifying life force emerged from it,
shocking even Lin Hao, it was even more dense than his life essence!

"It's a laurel tree! The laurel tree in the Moon Palace!" Chen Xuanfeng hissed
loudly, "It's the wood marrow of the laurel tree, it can't kill him!"

Gui tree?

Lin Hao was stunned, no?



Could it be that this Moon Wheel Immortal Palace, one of the Twelve
Immortal Palaces, was actually the Moon Palace where Chang'e was? This was the laurel tree

in the Moon Palace?

It couldn't be!

But Lin Hao didn't take it to heart, perhaps Chang'e running to the moon and

Wu Gang chopping down the tree were just myths based on this Moon Wheel Immortal Palace,
the actual Moon Wheel Immortal Palace didn't have so many poignant and sad love stories!

As expected, it wasn't long before a thousand flashes of light coalesced and Qin
Yuan's body returned to its original form, and his aura even went up a notch!

"Spatial Barrier!" Lin Hao wielded the Sword of the Gods in his hand out of

welcome, and the sky was filled with sword light that surrounded Qin Yuan in it.

The extreme sword light turned into a spatial barrier trapping Qin Yuan.

"Run!" Lin Hao shouted, these hundreds of spatial barriers had completely

drained the aura from his body, once Qin Yuan broke through this spatial barrier, that
terrifying to the extreme sword intent would completely erupt, the surrounding area of a
thousand meters would be reduced to nothingness I'm afraid!

"Heehee, daddy doesn't need to run oh." Lin Ruoshi smiled faintly and snapped

her fingers, "Spatial Collapse!"



Clatter!

The space around Qin Yuan completely shattered and there was no way to heal
it at all, without Qin Yuan even having to do anything, the terrifying tearing force of the

spatial turbulence directly tore apart the spatial barriers that Lin Hao had laid out.

An extreme sword intent was revealed, and the dense sword light instantly

tore Qin Yuan into pieces, and even the diffuse fluorescence of the sky was shredded to the

size of fine dust.
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The greenish light dissipated and crumbled!

Lin Ruoshi raised her hand and healed that side of the void, the terrifying
tearing force dissipated, but the surrounding area of two to three hundred meters was turned

into ruins, it was good that the people here were evacuated long ago, otherwise the casualties
would have been unimaginable.

"Qin Yuan is hanging, run!" Those immortal slaves saw that the strongest Qin

Yuan had been destroyed, so they dared not continue to resist, and after a hard blow with their

opponents, they used the terrifying reaction force to retreat with a bang, turning into streams
of light and quickly evacuating!



"Give chase!" Chen Xuanfeng and the sea tide clerk shouted angrily almost

simultaneously, and a stream of light shot up into the sky, swiftly chasing after the fleeing
enemies.

A few kilometres away from the capital in a shadowy place, spatial ripples
surged? The spatial ripples surged? The space was shattered with a click, and countless tiny

Xuanqing-colored light from the shattered space out of use, Xuanqing-colored light dots

quickly surged and converged, slowly forming a humanoid shape.

......

"Qin Yuan actually lost, with a zhangqing in he even lost?" The immortal slaves

gathered around were all a little shocked to find out that this was the result.

"The deity's sword of the Son of Heaven's Destiny, containing the sword intent

of the Xuan Yuan sword, has its own ability to cut down immortals, and with the momentum

of the Qing Yun Heavenly Palace, with such a tricky deity of the God of the Void to work with,
Qin Yuan didn't lose by far, it seems we have to reconsider about standing in line." One of the
immortal slaves spoke indifferently, though his tone remained indifferent, without the
slightest fluctuation in emotion.

"I don't think so, Qin Yuan, who possesses the One-Zero Green, won't die that
easily, not to mention that even if Qin Yuan loses the battle, are you sure that three deities
who haven't grown up yet will be a match for that Moon Wheel Immortal?"

"Don't be in a hurry to take sides, this is over, let's see the outcome later, the
play has come to an end, we should go back."



After saying this, the immortal slaves hidden in the shadows all turned towards

the direction where Lin Hao was and slightly arched their hands, "Son of Heaven's Destiny,
let's meet in the mountains and waters, we'll meet again later!"

"Get lost!" Lin Hao didn't hesitate to backhand a sword, a thousand feet of

sword light swept directly into the surrounding void, sharp sword Qi ripped through the dark
night sky!

Those immortal slaves saw that Lin Hao was so insensitive, so they united their
hands, shattering the see through that Lin Hao had flung at them, coldly snorting and quickly

leaving, while the many immortal slaves together struck out, directly shaking Lin Hao and
causing him to burst back repeatedly before he calmed down.

However, Lin Hao did not feel the slightest bit good about those immortal

slaves.

A group of masters who didn't see rabbits but didn't scatter eagles, they didn't
even raise their eyelids at how many people were killed or injured in the battle just now.

"Dad, am I good?" Lin Ruoshi came flying through the air, as if to claim credit,
her face full of a charming smile, not even caring about the blood on her face, it was good that
Lin Ruoshi was not injured, it was all the blood of the enemy.



Lin Hao tenderly wiped away the blood stains on Lin Ruoshi's face, revealing
Lin Ruoshi's exquisite pretty face: "Little Shi is great, very impressive, go and see how your

little aunt is doing."

"Good ta." Lin Ruoshi was overjoyed to receive the compliment and quickly

went to find Lei Ling.

Lei Ling had already fallen into a coma, having just relied on the thunder

power stored in his body to strengthen his flesh and forcefully fight in the air, and was now

completely depleted of all his strength, lying on the ground unable to even move his fingers a
bit.

"Chief." Zhao Chen and Vermilion Bird came in the air one after another, as the
immortal slaves retreated, basically all those second generation immortal slaves were sniped

to death on the spot, not a single survivor was left behind.

"Vermilion Bird, count the number of casualties, as well as the injuries."

Zhao Chen led the order and quickly left, Lin Hao opened his mouth to ask

Vermilion Bird what the situation was on the Qin family's side.

Vermilion Bird shook his head helplessly, the Qin family's people had already

run away ahead of time, and the treasure trove had been emptied ahead of time, leaving
nothing behind.



The people of the Qin family only intercepted a part, most of them were run

away, as to where they fled there is no record at all, moreover, their evacuation was covered
by the relevant departments, still, or the order given by the Dragon Lord ...... Lin Hao heard
this news face ugly up, but forgot that the Dragon Lord belonged to the Qin family.

"Lin Hao, have you seen my father ......," Qin Yuxin led the illusionary spiritist

troops stationed in Qin Huai River to arrive, seeing Kyoto in the midst of blood and fire, the
whole person panicked.
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What kind of fierce battle had just taken place? There were injured people everywhere

supporting each other, as well as blood and bodies that had long since lost their breath.

They had travelled thousands of miles to get there, but the battle was already
over, but they were a thousand miles away on their way and could see the dazzling light, the
earth-shattering battle that had destroyed everywhere to the point of devastation, so it was
evident to what level the battle was tragic.

"The Dragon Lord he ......" Vermilion Bird just wanted to speak, but was Lin?
intention to pick up the ground Wu Serving Zero Zhaoxi? Hao stopped him: "Your father is
fine, Sister Yu Xin, you first help to pacify the people and deal with the battlefield with the

Close Guard Corps and the Dragon Gate Town Guard troops."

Qin Yuxin stared at Lin Hao with a furrowed brow, "Are you sure my father is
alright?"



"Mm, it's fine, with me around, he will be fine, and I won't let anything
happen to him, trust me." Lin Hao spoke seriously.

He still firmly believed that even though the Dragon Master was a member of
the Qin family, he wouldn't make an enemy of China for the sake of the Qin family.

Qin Yuxin instantly heard that something was wrong with Lin Hao's words, and
before she could say anything, a neat line of soldiers and horses quickly converged, the sound
of neat stepping resounded as a group of high ranking bigwigs swiftly came over surrounded
by soldiers and shouted to Lin Hao in a respectful voice, "Greetings to the Dragon Lord! The
three year period has arrived ...... ah pooh, no, the time is ripe, please return to the Dragon
King to preside over the big picture!"

Lin Hao was confused: "Dragon King, what Dragon King?"

Qin Yuxin, on the other hand, stared at Lin Hao with a deadly glare, and
already had a bad feeling in her heart that Lin Hao wanted to seize power and usurp the
throne?

But Qin Yuxin immediately rejected this idea, Lin Hao was not such a person,
moreover his own father had intended to let him sit in this position, several times expressing

it explicitly and implicitly, but Lin Hao had firmly refused.

So there is only one reason for this situation, and that is that his own father may
have met an untimely end ......



A middle-aged man second only to the status of the Dragon Lord stood out,
wearing a military uniform and holding military power in his hands, it was the supreme

commander of the three armies, General Chen Long, an admiral.

Chen Long's rigid face also showed a touch of bewilderment as he spoke

helplessly, "Lin Hao, you hold the divine Dragon Order in your hand and rule over the Dragon

Group, the four town guards of the Dragon Sect are all under you, and now that the

whereabouts of the Dragon Lord is unknown, you are the only one who presides over the
situation, and you are qualified enough, otherwise none of us, the group, would obey anyone."

Yes, Chen Long was already high enough in the hierarchy, and he even held

military power, but there were also civil servants of equal status to him, and the civil and

military had never been at odds with each other, so naturally, no one would obey anyone.

Of course, this was also a deliberate move by the Dragon Lord, for the sake of
balance and stability of power.

"Lin Hao, what is wrong with my father him!" Qin Yuxin panicked, even the
most powerful woman could not hide the softness of her heart in front of her closest relatives.

"Sister Yuxin take it easy for now, it's true that the Dragon Lord's whereabouts
are unknown, but his life shouldn't be in danger." Lin Hao was also very worried when he saw

that Qin Yuxin's state was not right.

Vermilion Bird informed Qin Yuxin about the Qin family and told her that they
should be holding the Dragon Master hostage, but there would be no danger to his life

unless ......



Unless when the Dragon Lord has no more use, for example, when Lin Hao
takes over as the Dragon King, then the powers belonging to the Dragon Lord will also be

abolished.

"The whereabouts of the Dragon Lord is unknown, who dares to set up a Dragon
Lord on his own, we will be the first to disobey!" An angry roar came from a group of soldiers

and horses led by a man in black, who quickly surrounded them, swords were drawn between
the two sides and war was imminent.

The man in black could not see his face, but the aura from him made Lin Hao's
eyelids jump wildly, so strong!

The man in black, codenamed Shadow, was the personal guard of the Dragon

Lord, the equivalent of the ancient commander of the palace guards!

"Shadow! The disappearance of the Dragon Lord was a dereliction of duty on

your part, you are not qualified to interfere in the affairs of the court!" Chen Long's gaze was
incomparably angry as he glared at Shadow, if it wasn't for Shadow's dereliction of duty how
could the Dragon Lord have been abducted?

Shadow was dumbfounded, he too had a hard time saying anything, he had
fallen for the enemy's scheme, when he reacted, the Dragon Lord was already missing,
Shadow did not care about the battle in the capital, he chased all the way to look for the

Dragon Lord, but in the end he could not find him.
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He had no choice but to return to the capital, who knew that by the time he returned the battle

was over and the smell of blood in the air had not yet dissipated, and they wanted to create

another Dragon Lord, how could he allow this to happen!

At the same time, Shadow knew that if a new lord did emerge, the old one

would no longer be of any use, and the consequences would be imaginable for a dragon lord

who had no power at all and no more use.

Lin Hao also glared at Shadow with an unfriendly gaze: "As a Dragon Lord's
guard, your disappearance is a dereliction of duty! The capital was in chaos, and you had the

ability to not rush to his aid, not knowing the importance of the situation, this is the second of
your derelictions of duty! Elder Chen is also right, you have no right to interfere with the
affairs of the court, and neither do I."

After saying that Lin Hao took out the divine Dragon Order and threw it to
Chen Yuan: "You are now acting as Dragon Master for the next matter, use all your power to
find the whereabouts of the Dragon Master!"

The reason why Lin Hao gave it to him, instead of another big brother, was
because on Chen Long, there was a righteous and upright spirit, although a general in power
would be more paranoid, but this was also an extraordinary moment, and it had to be done.

"We can't let this old man act as an agent, this old man acts in an extreme

manner and his methods are too murderous, he is not fit to be in politics!" Many people have
come out to oppose.



Chen Long was also a little hesitant, to be honest he would prefer Lin Hao to be
in power, this was also the Dragon Master's intention, he was not allowing that other guy to be
in power, but he did not want to be in power either.

"My mind is made up, if I really become the Dragon Master, my methods may

be even more murderous than Chen Lao's, this is how things are going to be, the Dragon
Group and Dragon Sect will still be under my command, if you guys want to oppose, go ahead
and oppose with the military power and divine Dragon Order in Chen Lao's hands, it has
nothing to do with me." Lin Hao directly waved his hand and led the crowd away.

Elder Chen had no choice but to comply.

"Shadows listen to the order!" Qin Yuxin drank as she forced back her tears

"My subordinate is here! Young Master, please give the order." Shadow knelt

down on one knee.

"Take the close guard group and follow me!" Qin Yuxin knew that the next step

was a massive search for her father's whereabouts, but she couldn't wait, she had to go find

her father now!

Without any hesitation, Shadow took his men and the troops Qin Yuxin had

brought with him and quickly left.



Qin Yuxin had overstepped her authority somewhat, but Chen? Pao Yi Xi Xi

served to dye Yi Zero? The old man and Lin Hao did not stop it, and the old man Chen even

immediately ordered that all forces be used to find the whereabouts of the Dragon Lord.

Almost all of China's military regions at this moment, all of the relevant
departments, Skynet system resources are all integrated, only for one thing, to track down the
remaining sins of the Qin family, to find the whereabouts of the Dragon Master.

The streets of the capital were stained with blood this night, a night that will
go down in history.

Lin Hao sent Lin Ruo Shi back to rest and went to see the unconscious Lei Ling,
after probing, he found that Lei Ling had only consumed too much energy and was in a coma,
his life was not in danger, Lin Hao injected his own power into it to help Lei Ling recover

quickly and left.

Outside the door, there were several people standing.

Vermilion Bird, Chen Xuanfeng, Zhao Chen and a group of others, when they
saw Lin Hao come out, they all looked at him expectantly.

"I know what you guys are thinking, but the immortal slaves are not allowed to

leave the capital, they must guard the Qing Yun Heavenly Palace, those immortal slaves of the

Qin family haven't died out yet." Lin Hao rubbed his aching temples and told Chen Xuanfeng

to lead a few immortal slaves to guard the capital twenty-four hours a day.



The four main town guards, Zhao Chen, Chen Kai, Lin Yin and Ye Yu, had
already gotten word that the Dragon Sect division had all gone out to look for the Dragon
Master.

Vermilion Bird's Vermilion Bird group also had to stay in the capital to

prevent that group of madmen from making a comeback.

"We can cooperate with the Dragon Sect in tracking them down." Hai Chao
clerk walked out from the crowd with a tired face, his strength had reached the early sixth

grade realm, but he was surrounded by seven or eight peak fifth grade immortal slaves and

couldn't get an advantage, stalemating each other.

Lin Hao was a little surprised as he looked at the sea tide member, he did have
this in mind, but after all, the sea tide immortal house really wasn't considered his

subordinates, not to mention that they were considered much better compared to those

indifferent immortal slaves that were surrounding him.
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"There is one more thing, Immortal Lin Hao you must be careful, Qin Yuan may not be dead,
the Moon Wheel Immortal even gave him a zhangqing, he is not that easy to die." The sea tide
clerk frowned.

He didn't say his words to death, in fact he knew very well that that guy

definitely wasn't dead, I'm afraid that he had found out that Lin Hao, Lei Ling and Lin Ruoshi
had teamed up with him and he found it tricky and didn't stand a chance of winning, so he
took the opportunity to escape and leave.



Lin Hao's face became evenmore ugly, he had beenmade to look like that, and
he was still alive?

"Daddy, I feel it too, because I feel like he wasn't torn apart by those pretty
coloured bands." Lin Ruoshi came out in a daze hearing the commotion, apparently fast asleep
and woken up by their conversation.

Now everyone's hearts were heavy, Qin Yuan not dead, that was a real
thunderbolt ready to explode, they had won this battle in the capital, but not outright, and had
paid a small price for it!

"Little Shi woke you up, didn't she?" Lin Hao squatted down and picked Lin

Ruoshi up, "Daddy will take you to rest, okay?"

Lin Hao waved his hand behind him, signalling for them to go and carry out

their orders, while pointing at Zhao Chen, meaning for him to stay.

The others dispersed, while Zhao Chen went to the adjacent guest room to wait

for Lin Hao. More than ten minutes later Lin Hao arrived at the guest room, Lin Ruoshi was
also a bit tired after the continuous battles and slept rather quickly.

"Instructor." Seeing Lin Hao enter, Zhao Chen immediately stood up and

saluted.



"Sit down, no need to be so formal." Lin Hao rubbed his aching temples and

asked helplessly, "Have the casualty statistics come out yet?"

Zhao Chen looked gloomy, "The statistics are out, over a thousand ordinary

people were killed and injured, only a third of the Close Guard Regiment is left, more than
thirty immortal slaves under your command died, more than twenty were seriously injured,
and the losses on the part of the Sea Tide Immortal Palace were also heavy, losing nearly a
hundred immortal slaves ......"

"And ......" said Zhao Chen, his face filled with anger: "These bastards, they
even sucked blood food on the spot, that nearly a thousand people who died and were injured,
more than 80% were sucked by them on the spot and turned into flying ash, not even a There
wasn't even a single intact body left."

Bang!

Lin Hao smashed the coffee table in front of him with a slap, "Those bastards!"

Lin Hao hesitated for a moment and finally sighed, "Go down first, you're tired
too? You are also tired? Take a good rest, there are more tough battles to fight next."

"Good, then instructor you also rest early." Zhao Chen rubbed his tired face and

left, but how could he sleep?



In just under two hours of fighting, the losses were so horrific, and with the

Dragon Lord's whereabouts unknown, those scourges still not eradicated, and the immortal

slaves in the various districts stupidly stirring, the situation would only get worse.

Besides, the surrounding countries were waiting for this opportunity, they
would not let go of such a good opportunity easily.

The same goes for Lin Hao, Qin Yuan and the others have fled to who knows

where, and what about Lin Liu Li?

......

In the Qinhuai district of Jinling, a group of uninvited guests suddenly arrived.

The leader of the group was none other than Qin Yuan. The people of the Qin
family settled in Jinling without a sound, along with more than four hundred immortal slaves

of varying strength.

Just as Qin Yuan arrived, an ancient woman in a goose yellow flowing immortal

dress, carrying a palace lamp, floated in front of Qin Yuan.

When Qin Yuan saw the person in front of him, Qin Yuan was startled, had that

person come over in person?



His own arrival did not expect to startle her too!

However, Qin Yuan soon realised that the woman's strength was somewhat

deviated from that person's, and then he slightly arched his hand, "Qin Yuan has met Fairy

Ling Yun."

Ling Yun laughed softly, "I wouldn't dare to call you an immortal, you and I are
both immortal slaves, I just don't know what wind has blown you Qin Yuan here, you're
making things difficult for my master."

The corners of Qin Yuan's mouth twitched, "You said that, if I didn't know your

identity, I would have believed you.

If I had just said 'spirit rhyme immortal child' I'm afraid you would have gone

berserk on the spot.
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Ling Yun, a true immortal slave, was above him in strength, and likewise that person's own
sister, and this Jinling was that person's territory, likewise one of the three immortal palaces

other than the Lunar Wheel Immortal Palace that remained intact after the Ancient Immortal
Court was broken, the Qin Huai Golden Tower.

"It's a surprise visit, it's really presumptuous, the situation is somewhat urgent,
we have to chime in, please also ask Fairy Ling Yun to lead the way, I will personally make
amends to Fairy Qing Shirt." Qin Yuan lowered his stance, and at the same time, he also



wanted to bring this Qin Huai Golden House into the fold piece by piece, so that Lin Hao and
the others might not be able to make any waves.

"I am curious, what are you doing here when you have the Moon Wheel

Immortal Palace to return to?" Ling Yun's tone instantly went cold.

Qin Yuan wanted to curse, the Moon Wheel Immortal Palace's 30,000 mile

frontier was probably falling apart right now, those two great powers were fighting, and they
were going back to be cannon fodder?

And they couldn't stay in the capital, he who was confident, found that Lin Hao
and the three of them together were too tricky, especially Lin Hao's daughter, it was simply

insurmountable, so he had to run here, and his ultimate goal was to unite with Qin Huai Jin

Lou to deal with Lin Hao together.

"Fairy Ling Yun is not to blame, there are really difficult things to say, please
lead the way, I will personally make amends with Fairy Qing Shirt." Qin Yuan spoke again.

Ling Yun frowned slightly, could she not know what bad the other party was

holding in his stomach?

But now they were not taking sides either, so they could not act too explicitly,
so they nodded gently, "Follow me, but I can warn you, all of you in the Jinling Qinhuai
territory, behave yourselves, or I will personally finish you off without the Lord's help!"



"Don't worry, fairy." Qin Yuan hastily agreed and let the Qin family settle down

on their own, while he opened the secret door of the Qin Huai near building through Ling

Yun's guidance to enter Fairy Qing Shirt's Immortal Palace.

When he passed through the empty door, he saw a sea of clouds, in the midst of

which floated an immense floating island filled with flowers, plants and trees, and a fresh

breeze blew, overflowing with the intoxicating fragrance of flowers.

Each island is filled with exotic flowers and plants, and amidst the flowers are

pavilions and small bridges, just like a paradise.

There are many people on each island, living in a paradise at sunrise and sunset,
but a closer look reveals that they are just ordinary mortals.

The floating islands stretch to an unknown end, and the territory of the Qinhuai

Golden Mansion is much larger than that of the Moon Wheel Immortal Palace.

When he saw the mortals on the floating islands, Qin Huai revealed a cold

smile, this Qing? The green? The Immortal Shirt was treating this place as her own world,
making these ants worship as gods, while these mortals were just puppet tools created by the

Green Shirt.

Two streams of light streaked across the sky, causing many humans on the

floating island to see the scene, and without exception, they all fell to their knees and
kowtowed respectfully, "It's an immortal, it must be an immortal!"



"It should be an immortal who has gone to pay his respects to the fairy, here the
fairy in the green shirt is the head of the immortals."

"I never thought that in my dying years, old man, I would still be able to see a

real immortal crossing the sky."

These mortals were all dressed in ancient clothes, and everything they did

remained in ancient times, untouched by any of the technology of modern society, so it was
really like a paradise.

The two sped through the air for several hours before they finally saw the
golden building surrounded by clouds and mist, which covered the underside of the building,
like a towering pavilion in the clouds.

All parts of the building were covered with flowers of various colours, but
there was no haze surrounding it, and its architecture was incomparably similar to that of Qin

Huai's pavilions.

If it were not for this pavilion of heavenly height, it would have looked so

ordinary as the pavilions in the ancient streets of Qin Huai, without a hint of immortal aura.

Led by Ling Yun, Qin Yuan landed on the suspended platform at the top of the

golden tower, still surrounded by flowers and peach trees full of peach blossoms, and when

the wind blew, the peach blossom petals were like rain.



There was a small pavilion under the peach tree, in which curling sandalwood
incense floated. In the pavilion, a delicate woman dressed in a Qin Huai green shirt had her

back to them, her hands were dancing on the strings like a spirit, and the ten spirits were as

pleasing to the eye as dancing on the strings.

Chapter 2258

The sound of the zither is pleasing to the ears and the aftertaste is lingering.

The woman in the green shirt plays with one hand and writes on the paper with
a pen in the other ......

The music is soft and the sound of the music is moving.

I'm listening to her play. The song is a great success. The song is still rhyming

in the distance!

Clang!

The movement of the woman in the green shirt's hand suddenly stopped, and
so did the stirring sound of the zither, which caused Qin Yuan to wake up in a cold sweat.

Qin Yuan, who came to his senses, could not help but slap himself, knowing full
well that the mysterious sound of that person's zither was her most powerful attack, and that

he had not prepared himself for it in the slightest.



At the same time, he also marvelled at the fact that he was worthy of being the
Fairy in the Green Shirt, whose zither music was a means of attack, making people
involuntarily fall prey to it.

Qin Yuan could not help but applaud.

Seeing Qin Yuan applauding, Ling Yun next to him could not help but reveal a

look of gloating.

Swoosh!

The Fairy in the Green Shirt pulled off her hairpin and flung it without looking
back, landing in front of Qin Yuan with a clink, immediately a green light burst out from the

hairpin, enveloping Qin Yuan's entire body.

Ah!

Qin Yuan let out a miserable scream and hurriedly begged for mercy, "Fairy
spare my life, spare my life."

The Fairy in the Green Shirt was originally a maidservant of the Immortal
Court, whose status was not much higher than his, and had been punished for his mistake by

playing the zither day after day without stopping.



But the Fairy in the Green Shirt was enlightened by the sound of the zither and
eventually won a place in the Immortal Court. Before the Court was broken, she did not

hesitate to leave, and to applaud her when her zither fell was simply an insult to her.

"Remembering that you are offending, I will not bother with you, get up." The
fairy in the green shirt raised her hand and the hairpin automatically returned to the top of her
long, beautiful hair, but was slow to turn back.

"Thank you, fairy, for not killing me." Qin Yuan stood up trembling, he had not
yet recovered from his injuries and from this blow, he looked a little weak, and this blow

from Qing Shirt was much more ruthless than when Lin Hao had attacked him.

Qing Shirt turned his back on Qin Yuan and did not speak.

Qin Yuan was a little embarrassed, so he had to take the lead and speak up,
saying the purpose of their visit, one was to temporarily borrow the other's territory for a
period of time, and this time they were sort of here to pay their respects.

Qin Yuan had wanted to convince Qing Shirt to join their camp, but after what
had just happened, Qin Yuan knew that it was completely inappropriate to say it now.

"Ke, go down." Without too many words, he raised his hand and sent Qin Yuan

out of the Qinhuai Golden Tower, appearing directly in the outside world on the banks of the
Qinhuai River, a tactic that left Qin Yuan in awe.



"Sister, you know what he has in mind, right?What do you think?" Qing Shirt's
soft voice rang out.

Ling Yun knelt on the ground, her voice raw and somewhat cold as she spoke,
"My Lord, I understand his thoughts, however, I do not dare to speculate on my Lord's
thoughts lightly, so please be explicit."

Qing Shirt's eyebrows knitted slightly when she heard Ling Yun's address and
raw, cold tone.

In his heart, Qing Shirt lamented: sister, twenty-three thousand four hundred

and thirty-one years have passed, are you still unwilling to forgive me? If not for my decision

back then, you would have been reduced to the dust of history long ago.

"Go to the divine capital and ask the Son of Heaven's Destiny to come over

here, you know what to do." Green Shirt waved his hand with some impatience.

Ling Yun froze slightly, did she want to stand in line?

However, Ling Yun knew her own identity, and as an immortal slave, she
could never betray her master if he was not dead, so she nodded in response and quickly left.



After seeing Ling Yun leave, Qing Shirt could not help but sigh once again:
sinful fate, ah, I hope that when you see him, you can untie your heart.

In the capital, Lin Hao's residence.

The next day, Lei Ling woke up, her body was not seriously injured, and order
was restored in the capital under the leadership of Chen Lao, who began to repair the battered
buildings and clean up the ruins, and the people who had left had all returned.

Looking at the devastated buildings, the blood on the streets had not even been
washed away, and the streets were filled with heavily armed soldiers and illusionists, people
looked at these soldiers with reverence and cast a respectful gaze.
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It was, and a stream of light as bright as the colour of peach petals sped by, while emitting an

amazing aura.

"Not good! Enemy attack!"

A shocking alarm also sounded in the capital, as streams of light rapidly
converged in all directions.



The target that the stream of light was running towards was exactly where Lin
Hao was, and many streams of light came from all directions, and there was a commotion in

the streets.

Immediately afterwards, a cold voice rang out in everyone's ears, "I'm not here

to cause trouble, if you come to offend, don't blame me for being ungracious."

The voice was not loud, but it contained a terrifying spiritual pressure!

Chen Xuanfeng immediately shouted at those people, "Stop, don't go over
there, that's Fairy Ling Yun, and the other party doesn't have any hostile intent, don't annoy
her."

"Hiss, Fairy Ling Yun is here!" The other immortal slaves all drew in a cold

breath when they heard this address.

It seemed that the events in the capital had a really big impact, even such
bigwigs had been alerted.

Lin Hao and the others also walked out quickly, as that terrifying spiritual
pressure was felt by Lin Hao as well.

Swish!



A pink boundary fell and immediately enveloped Lin Hao and the three of
them, only when Ling Yun fell and saw Lin Hao's appearance, her entire body froze, her gaze
dumbfounded as she looked at Lin Hao.

Those images that were hidden deep inside kept coming back, the cold heart

lake created violent ripples, and the heart that had long since died actually beat at this

moment.

It was clear that her heart did not hurt or feel uncomfortable, but tears simply

could not be controlled and slipped from the corners of Ling Yun's eyes.

Lin Hao, on the other hand, felt baffled, why did she suddenly freeze and why

was she crying? Who had bullied such a beautiful woman?

However, seeing the other party's goose yellow ancient dress long skirt,
holding a palace lamp, the spiritual pressure on her body was even more appalling,
surprisingly a line stronger than Qin Yuan, making Lin Hao involuntarily frown: "You're
looking for me?"

"Hao~!"

"Not ......" Before Lin Hao could react, he was directly embraced by that spirit

rhyme, Lin Hao was so shocked that he didn't even react, and instantly tried to surge his aura

to try to break the other party free.



Damn, this was too fast, if the other party had any bad intentions, I'm afraid

that just now, he would have been killed by the other party!

But Lin Hao couldn't break free at all, Ling Yun hugged Lin Hao and cried so

hard that her heart was racing, at this time, she finally felt the feeling of heartache, so this was
the feeling that had been missing for a long time? Her heart hurts so much!

After 23,000 years, she finally felt the pain herself once again.

"Who are you! Quickly let go of my brother, or I'll be unkind to you!" Lei
Ling's body surged with thunder around her, but when she saw Ling Yun's appearance, she
also froze: "Yes, it's you!"

"Sister Huai, quickly let go of my father!" Lin Ruoshi didn't care so much,
rushing up and pulling Ling Yun to help pull him away.

Hearing Lei Ling's voice, Ling Yun froze, not paying attention and was freed

by Lin Hao, Lin Ruoshi incomparably protective quickly ran to Lin Hao and opened her hands,
"Bad sister you go away, Hao can only be called that by my mother!"

Mum? I'm not sure if I'm going to be able to get a job. Mum?

Ling Yun stared blankly at the cute little girl who was not even as tall as Lin
Mo Hao's waist, she couldn't believe the result.



She had waited 23,000 years for him, but he had already married and had a

daughter!

Ling Yun looked again at Lei Ling, who was surrounded by thunder and had a

somewhat dull gaze, Ling Yun's brows furrowed, this little girl looked incredibly familiar to

her, yet she was somewhat unfamiliar, and from the tone of her voice, it seemed like she

recognized herself.

"Yes, it's you, Little Spirit!?" Ling Yun spoke not quite sure.

Lei Ling nodded with a bitter smile, "It's me, my memories related to you

were preserved by your sister. Carrying this memory all the way to the present day in

reincarnation."

"Impossible! How could that bastard who had lost his humanity long ago do

that, preserving memories for reincarnation, how costly that would have to be!" Ling Yun
shouted sternly, and in her heart she even cursed angrily: How could she be kind, if she could
preserve your memories, why not his!

Chapter 2260

By Lin Hao's reaction just now, she knew that this person, at all, didn't remember her.

On the contrary, Lin Hao was confused and looked at Lei Ling and then at Ling

Yun, "You guys, you know each other?"



Lin Hao was somewhat skeptical of life, how long had this immortal slave

existed? Lei Ling actually knew it?

This immortal slave was estimated to have existed for an unknown number of
years longer than Lin Cangdou, so wouldn't that mean that Lei Ling's memory preservation

was not because of Lin Cangdou, but this immortal slave's sister, Lin Cangdou had merely

opened Lei Ling's memory.

Lei Ling helplessly spread his hands, "Know, and don't know ...... if I have to
say it, we were sort of colleagues a long, long, long time ago."

The corners of Lin Hao's mouth twitched, God damn colleague relationship,
you are also an immortal slave can not?

"Do you really not recognize me?" Ling Yun stared at Lin Hao.

Lin Hao shook his head with a bitter smile, "I'm sorry, I really don't recognise
you, I'm just under thirty, an existence like you, I wouldn't be able to recognise you even if I
wanted to."

Ling Yun's eyes were lost in thought, filled with loss and pain, the heart that
had just been beating seemed to stop beating and even shattered completely.



Ling Yun's expression became even more indifferent and cold as she spoke

coldly, "My family's lord, Fairy Qing Shirt, has invited you to Jinling for a visit, and, Qin Yuan
is in Jinling, don't worry, our lord? Jie Xi Er Jie Ai zero land? There is no malice."

I didn't want to say anything more, but Ling Yun couldn't seem to control

herself and spoke again, "Today Qin Yuan also approached my lord, although Qin Yuan didn't
say anything but I know very well that he wanted to join forces with my lord to deal with you,
but my lord didn't seem to agree."

Lin Hao was overjoyed, this was really a gift of hot pillows when he dozed off,
but at the same time he was also worried, Qin Yuan was actually in Jinling, that was his old
home, I'm afraid these bastards wanted to make a move against the Lin family!

And they want to unite with this immortal slave's master against himself?

This immortal slave was even more terrifying than Qin Yuan, so wouldn't her
master be even more formidable?

"Please lead the way, fairy." No matter what the other party's purpose was, but
Lin Hao had to make a trip, whether it was because Qin Yuan was in Jinling or this immortal

slave's master's invitation, the other party had not agreed to work with Qin Yuan at least for

now.

Even if they couldn't become friends, it was better not to become enemies.



"Dad, I'm going too."

"Brother, I'll go with you as well." Lei Ling and Lin Ruoshi hurriedly followed.

Lin Hao thought about it, but did not refuse.

The group rose up in the air, and as they were leaving, Lin Hao transmitted a

voice to Chen Xuanfeng: "I'll go there first, you guys put your focus on Jinling, leave the capital
side alone for now, also, don't alert them, Qin Yuan is in Jinling."

Chen Xuanfeng, who received the order, was shocked, and then also

understood, no wonder Fairy Ling Yun had come here.

Chen Xuanfeng also told the news to the sea tide member, Zhuque and the

others, but everything was done in secret, other what to do, and did not inform other

departments, they intended to act alone, so as not to alert the snake to make Qin Yuan and the
others react.

And the most important thing was to move the Lin family's people away
secretly to avoid the outbreak of a major war causing an uncontrollable situation.

Lin Hao entered the Qinhuai Golden House for the first time, looking at it Lin
Hao's eyes were straight, it was a piece of paradise, it was too beautiful.



And somehow, when Lin Hao walked here, he always felt a touch more humane,
looking at those mortals making pious pilgrimages, that were from the heart, which made Lin
Hao even more surprising.

Lei Ling lost interest after one look: "It's still the same as back then, no
difference."

On the contrary, Ling Yun said in reply, "You are much luckier than me,
although you have gone through the suffering of reincarnation, you have become his sister by

mistake."

"I don't know him, I only know that Lin Hao is my brother." Lei Ling stretched
her hands.

Lin Hao didn't enquire, the two spoke like a mute riddle, but Lin Hao knew
that it should be someone they both knew, and that person, who looked like himself?
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